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Abstract: In order to alleviate the effect of randomness and intermittent of wind power output on safe and stable 
operation of the power grid and improve system consumptive wind power capacity, the paper introduce carbon emissions 
trading and energy storage systems to construct the collaborative scheduling optimization model of wind power and 
energy storage system based on the energy generation scheduling optimization model of wind power and thermal power. 
Then, 10 thermal power and 2800MW wind farms constitute simulation systems to analyze the impact of carbon trading 
and energy storage systems on system wind power consumptive capacity. Numerical example shows: The introduction of 
carbon trading can increase wind power capacity and reduce coal consumption systems; the introduction of the energy 
storage system can gentle wind power output, suppress power fluctuations; While, system optimization results achieve the 
best when carbon trading and energy storage systems are introduced at the same time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Carbon emissions trading introduction can promote 
large-scale development of wind power with clean 
characteristics, realize energy conservation and emissions 
reduction. However, subjected to randomness and 
intermittence of wind power output, large-scale wind power 
grid integration will bring impact on stable operation of 
power grid. The charge -discharge properties of energy 
storage system can smooth wind power output, restrain 
power fluctuation and provide back-up services for wind 
power grid integration. So study cooperative scheduling 
optimization of wind energy storage system with carbon 
emission trading has an important effect on improving wind 
power consumption 
 Literature [1] considered carbon emissions as virtual 
network flow attached to the trend. With analysis of carbon 
emissions and power trend, theoretical framework of power 
system carbon emissions was built. Literature [2-3] studied 
carbon emissions property’s definition of power 
interregional transportation. Based on the construction of 
carbon flow tracking mathematical model, a fair allocation 
principle was proposed. Literature [4-7] discussed the carbon 
emissions trading. On the premise of guaranteeing load 
demand, CO2 emission can be effectively controlled with the 
consideration of carbon emissions trading cost, wind energy 
storage system can effectively reduce carbon emissions. 
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 Wind energy resource is random, intermittent and have 
the low accuracy of prediction [8], wind power ‘s 
characteristics run counter to reliable demand of the power 
system, the key to solve this problem is how to control 
power characteristic of the wind power when it access 
system [9]. In recent years, combined operation of wind 
power energy storage hybrid system [10-11] provided an 
efficient way to this issue. Literature [12] established the 
hybrid system combined operation model under multiple 
time scales for wind power storage hybrid system, which can 
arrange wind power output and energy storage online and 
has actual operability, it can provide the specific scheduling 
output information for the system operators. Literature [13-
14] considered specific energy storage measures, two phase 
dynamic programming model of the hybrid system combined 
operation was set up through combination of wind power 
and pumped storage power. 
 In summary, this paper introduced carbon emissions 
trading and energy storage systems based on the 
collaborative scheduling optimization model of wind and 
thermal power. Wind power consumption optimization 
models are built with carbon trading, energy storage system, 
and both of them. Then, the paper made 10 thermal power 
units and wind farm of 2800MW into a simulation system to 
analyze the impact of carbon trading and energy storage 
system on wind power consumption. 

2. SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF WIND 
AND THERMAL POWER 

 The purpose of wind and thermal power’s optimal 
scheduling is to promote wind power consumption, but if  
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wind power consumption is over -pursued, more frequent 
peak shavings and more start-stop of thermal power units 
may be required. So, although the electricity to access grid 
for wind power is assured, the coal consumption may 
increase. To achieve optimal energy efficiency of system 
generation, this paper built a scheduling optimization model 
of wind and thermal power with the goal of maximizing the 
profit, the specific objective function is shown as follows, 

  (1) Wherein,  is wind farms ‘profit,  
is total profits of thermal power units. 
 Profit of the wind farms is shown as follows: 

   (2) 

 Profit of thermal power units is shown as follows, 

   (3) 

 Wherein, is thermal power‘s stake electrovalence of 
sending area. is real-time generation power of thermal 
power unit at moment ;  is power consumption rate of 

thermal power unit ,  is fuel cost ;  is 
maintenance cost of thermal power unit ;  is 
depreciation cost of thermal power unit . 
 Fuel cost of the thermal power units mainly consists of 
the coal cost and oil cost, which is shown as follows: 

   (4) 

 Wherein,  is procurement price of standard coal ; 
is standard coal consumption during the thermal 

power units’ operation;  is start-stop factor, when the 
thermal power unit shutdown, namely , coal 
consumption of the generation is 0; When thermal power 
units operate, namely , coal consumption is decided 

by the consumption characteristic function and real-
time generation output .The relationship between coal 
consumption and generation output is often shown as a 
quadratic function, which is 

   (5) 

 Wherein, � �  are related parameters of coal 
consumption function and they are all greater than 0; 

 is start-up cost of thermal power units at 
moment , if and only if , , it does not equal 

to zero; is the cost of single start-up, including coal and 
fuel costs.  is shutdown cost at moment , if 

and only if , , it does not equal to zero .is 
single shutdown cost of the unit, including coal and fuel 
costs. 

(1) Supply and demand balance constraints 

  (6) 

Wherein,  is system load demand,  is grid losses. 

(2) System generation reserve constraints 
 When power system operate, generation side and demand 
side may fluctuate. In order to ensure real-time balance, the 
adjustment of power output is necessary to meet certain 
margin, through increasing or reducing the power output. 

   (7) 

  (8) 

  (9) 

 Equation (7) - (9) is maximum spinning reserve 
constraint of system, is maximum possible output of 

unit in period ; is upper rotation reserve constraint 
demand, depending on thermal and wind power generation 
of corresponding period; 

 is maximum possible generation of unit  in unit 
time, adapted to the installed capacity; is upper 
generate climbing speed, namely the biggest power 
increment of unit  in adjacent period; is thermal power 
units’ power reserve coefficient is wind turbines ‘power 
reserve coefficient. 

   (10) 

   (11) 

   (12) 

 Equation (10) - (12) is minimum spinning reserve 
constraints. is minimum possible output of unit in 
period , it is restricted by two factors, one is the minimum 
possible generation in unit time at starting state, one is 
downward generate climbing constraint in adjacent time; 

is downward spinning reserve requirements, depending 
on the wind power of corresponding period;  is the 

minimum possible output of unit at starting state in unit 
time, which is suitable to real-time minimum power output; 

is downward generate climbing speed of unit , 
namely the maximum unit generation decrement in adjacent 
time. 
(3) Real-time power constraint of thermal power units 
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 Real-time output of thermal power units is limited by 
installed capacity and minimum power output, which is 
shown as follows (13) 

   (13) 

(4) Unit climbing speed constraints 
 Influenced by the technology, output change in adjacent 
period have constraints to some extent, increment and 
decrement of real-time output should meet: 

   (14) 

(5) Unit start-stop time constraints 
 Frequent start-stop of generators will damage the 
performance and cause huge fuel consumption at the same 
time, so constraints for the continuous start-stop time of the 
unit are shown as follows; 

   (15) 

   (16) 

 Equation (15) is minimum start time constraints;  is 

running time of unit  at moment ; is minimum 
running time. Formula (16) is minimum downtime 
constraint; is downtime of unit  at moment ; 
is minimum downtime. 
(6) Wind power output constraints 

 Wind turbines ‘real-time power output is restrained by 
the air income, and it meet:   (17) 

 Wherein,  is equivalent efficiency of wind farms in 
period ; is wind farms’ total installed capacity. 

3. WIND CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
WITH CARBON TRADING ASSISTANCE 

 With the introduction of carbon trading, thermal power 
generation marginal cost will consist of power generation 
cost and carbon emissions cost. Due to different carbon 
emissions coefficients, the introduction of carbon trading 
mechanism will change original generation scheduling plan. 
To maximize whole system profit under the carbon trading 
mechanism, this paper built an optimization model with the 
objective of maximizing thermal and wind power profits 
(18). 

   (18) 

 The profits of thermal power should meet 

   (19) 

 Thermal power profit  should meet the following 
conditions 

 Wherein:  is thermal power stake electrovalence in 
sending area;  is thermal unit service-power consumption 
rate;  is maintenance cost of thermal unit , is 
depreciation cost of thermal power unit . 
 Carbon trading mechanism transforms environmental 
value into emission cost. Then, environmental value could be 
considered in electricity production. Without considering 
carbon trading mechanism, 
 Thermal power variable cost includes coal cost, oil cost 
and water cost, etc. However, under the carbon trading 
mechanisms, if power generation CO2 emission is higher 
than the initial allocated quota level, thermal power unit will 
buy carbon emission right from carbon trading market to 
satisfy the production, under the mechanism of carbon 
trading, thermal power variable cost is: 

   (20) 

 Wherein, is the fuel cost, is the carbon 
emission cost 
 Thermal unit carbon emission cost is as follows 

   (21) 

 Wherein,  is actual carbon emission of thermal unit 

during the operation period, is total initial carbon 
emission right, is carbon trading price, which is related 
to carbon trading demand, to simplify the optimization 
model, this paper hypothesized the price would not change 
by the carbon trading demand. 
 Actual thermal units’ carbon emission is related to power 
load rate. Generally speaking, actual carbon emission of unit 
electricity production can be integrated as a quadratic 
function. 

 Wherein, � � are parameters of carbon 
emission function. 
 Then, total system emissions is 

   (23) 

 System power back-up service constraint, real-time 
thermal power constraint, unit climbing speed constraint, 
unit start-up time constraint are shown in formula (7) to (17). 

4 WIND POWER CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION 
MODEL WITH ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 

4.1. Energy Storage System Charge - Discharge Model 

 Energy storage system has characteristics of both power 
and load. When wind power output is at high level during the 
night, energy storage system will act as load to transform 
electrical energy into other forms of energy. When load is at 
high level during the day, energy storage system will act as 
the power to meet the load demand. 
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 Charge-discharge process of the energy storage system is 
constrained by charge-discharge power and system capacity. 
Assuming the power that energy storage stored at moment  
is , charge-discharge power balance should meet: 

  (24) 

 Wherein, is energy storage system’s charging 

quantity at moment , is discharging quantity at moment
, is charge-discharge power loss coefficient, namely the 

energy consumption level. 
 Charge-discharge capacity in unit time is constrained by 
technical level, it should meet: 

  (25) 

   (26) 

 Wherein, is charge-discharge power upper limit of 
energy storage system in unit time, the capacity of energy 
storage system is constrained by the upper storage limit, the 
capacity should meet: 

   (27) 

 Wherein, is storage system maximum storage 
capacity. 

4.2. Wind Power Consumption Model with Energy 
Storage System 

 Considering the energy storage system, system’ 
stakeholders should include energy storage system besides 
thermal and wind power. To realize total profit maximization 
of three aspects, this paper built the optimization objective 
function. 

  (28) 

 Wherein, is energy storage system profit, which is 
related to charge-discharge price, charge –discharge electric 
quantity and fixed cost. 

  (29) 

 For the energy storage system, accumulation of charged 
capacity and discharged capacity should meet 

   (30) 

 If the energy storage system want to gain profit, charge 
and discharge price of energy storage system should meet 

   (31) 

 Wind and thermal power output, charge-discharge power 
and system load should meet 
 

  (32) 

 System power back-up service constraint, real-time 
thermal power constraint, unit climbing speed constraint, 
unit start-up time constraint are shown in formula (7) to (17). 

5. WIND POWER CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION 
MODEL WITH CARBON TRADING ANDENERGY 
STORAGE 

 The way that generation side prompt wind power 
consumption are wind power, thermal power and energy 
storage system. To gain more economic value, an 
optimization function is built: 

   (33) 

 Wherein, thermal power unit profit is influenced by 
coal consumption, coal price, carbon emission and carbon 
emission price, the expression is as follows, 

  

 (34) 
 Wherein, carbon emission cost is constrained by e initial 
allocation of carbon emission right and carbon emission 
price. 
 Wind and thermal power real-time output, energy storage 
system charge-discharge power and system load should 
meet: 

  (35) 

 System power back-up service constraint, real-time 
thermal power constraint, unit climbing speed constraint, 
unit start-up time constraint are shown in formula (7) to (17). 

6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE ANALYSIS 

6.1. Basic Data 

 To make simulation system for the model, this paper 
selected 10 set thermal power units and wind power of 
2800MW installed capacity, thermal power units’ operating 
parameters should refer to literature [15]. Choose a typical 
day’s system load and wind load output data, which is shown 
in Table 1. This paper set wind power tariff as 540 yuan / 
MW • h, maintenance and depreciation costs as 600 million; 
thermal power tariff as 380 yuan / MW • h, equivalent to 800 
yuan / t of standard coal price. 

6.2. Numerical Example Results 

 With the goal of maximizing profit, we solved the 
scheduling optimization model of wind and thermal power 
with or without carbon trading and energy storage system by 
the mean of GAMs. 
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6.2.1. Carbon Trading’s Impact on Wind Power 
Consumption 

 To study different carbon emission price’s impact on wind 
power consumption, three carbon emission mechanisms 
scenarios are set. Carbon trading is not considered in scenario 1, 
namely the carbon trading cost should not be levied. 
 The part that carbon emission exceed initial carbon 
emission right should levy emission fee for 80 yuan/t in 
scenario2, 100yuan/t of emission fee should be levied in 
senario3. 
 In scenario 1, total unit carbon emission is 29079.7 t, if 
the carbon emission right is allocated according to 98% 
emission, initial carbon emission right that thermal power 
unit gain is 28498.1 t; the wind power consumption model of 
different carbon emission mechanism is optimized based on 
above conditions, optimization result is shown in Table 2. 
 Compared three scenarios, gradual increasing of carbon 
trading price will enhance wind power integration electric 
quantity, reduce abandon wind. In scenario1, wind power 
generation is 18407.1 MWh. When the carbon trading price 
is 80 yuan /t, wind power generation will enhance to 18413.6 
MWh; when the carbon trading price is 100yuan/t, wind 
power generation is 18896.9 MWh and wind abandon rate 
will reduce to 14.7%. Comparative results of different 
carbon price thermal power generation is shown in Fig. (1). 
 With the introduction of carbon trading mechanism, 
Thermal power market structure will change with the margin 
generation cost. For example, number 2 and number 3 units’ 
carbon emission coefficients are high, so carbon trading will 
reduce their power generation, while number 5 unit’s carbon 
emission coefficient is low, the power generation will be 
enhanced with the introduction of carbon trading. 

 
Fig. (1). Conparison of thermal power generation under different 
carbon prices. 

 On the whole, to meet system supply and demand 
balance constraints, unit back-up constraints, and unit output 
constraints, thermal power generation structure does not 
have obvious change law. 

6.2.2. Energy Storage System’s Impact on Wind Power 
Consumption 

 To study energy storage system’ promotion on wind 
consumption, this paper divided 3 scenario according to the 
amount of the energy storage system. Different scenarios’ 
optimization results are shown in Table 3. 
 With the access and expansion of energy storage system, 
abandon wind rate showed a downward trend and unit 
utilization efficiency increased gradually. Without energy 
storage system, wind abandon rate is 16.9%, when energy 
storage system of 20 MW accessed the system, wind 
abandon rate reduced to 16.3%, , electric quantity increased 
135.0 MW, when energy storage system of 40 MW accessed 
the system, wind abandon rate reduced to 15.9%, electric 
quantity increased 213.5 MW. 
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Table 1.  Equivalent utilization of wind power units (MW). 
 

Period Load Utilization Ratio Period Load Utilization Rate Period Load Utilization Rate 

1 1100 0.33 9 2300 0.28 17 1700 0.32 

2 1200 0.55 10 2500 0.11 18 1900 0.29 

3 1400 0.68 11 2600 0.26 19 2100 0.17 

4 1600 0.76 12 2500 0.23 20 2500 0.13 

5 1700 0.67 13 2400 0.12 21 2300 0.23 

6 1900 0.51 14 2300 0.20 22 1900 0.38 

7 2000 0.36 15 2100 0.09 23 1500 0.33 

8 2100 0.32 16 1800 0.21 24 1300 0.38 

Table 2. Dispatching optimization result of power system under different scenarios. 
 

Scenario 
Wind Power Thermal Power 

Profit  
(10 Thousands Yuan) Generation  

(MWh) 
Electricity Grid  

Accessed Rate (%) 
Wind Abandon  

Rate (%) 
Generation 

(MWh) 
Electricity Grid  

Accessed Rate (%) 
Coal Consumption  

(kg/MWh) 

1 18407.1 35.1 16.9 35274.8 64.9 343.5 327.8 

2 18413.6 35.1 16.9 35294.8 64.9 346.8 295.9 

3 18896.9 36.0 14.7 34772.9 64.0 344.4 305.6 
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 With the reduction of wind abandon rate, thermal power 
unit that access the grid showed a downward trend, while the 
coal consumption enhanced to some extent. Without the 
energy storage system, coal consumption of thermal power 
supply is 343.5 kg/MWh. When energy storage system of 20 
MW accessed system, coal consumption of thermal power 
supply was 344.3 kg/MWh and0.8 kg/MWh increased, when 
energy storage system with 40 MW accessed the system, 
coal consumption of thermal power supply was 344.6 
kg/MWh and 1.1 kg/MWh increased. 
 From the view of system profit, it showed a downward 
trend with the access of energy storage system, because 
energy storage system’s high investment cost and lack of 
commercial promotion in large scale. From the view of 
policy, China’s policies have concentrated on large-scale 
energy storage system development gradually, but still lack 
of industry planning, industry standard and financial subsidy 
and other substantive supports. From the view of economic 
benefits, except pumped storage power plants can achieve 
good economic benefit, other storage techniques are 
constrained by the high investment cost and unsound energy 
storage electricity price mechanism. 
 The development of China's large-scale energy storage 
system is both opportunity and challenge, from the current 
situation, challenges that brought by price mechanism and 
investment cost are more than opportunities. But in the long 
run, with the establishment of price mechanism and mature 
energy storage technology, China’s large -scale energy 
storage system has a huge potential market. 

6.2.3. Carbon Trading and Energy Storage System’s 
Impact on Wind Consumption 

 To compare wind power consumption of different 
combination, 4 scenarios were divided according to the wind 
consumption combination with assistant of generation side. 

Scenario 1 is wind and thermal power integrated scheduling 
optimization, Scenario 2 is wind and thermal power, energy 
storage system integrated scheduling optimization. Scenario 
3 is wind and thermal power integrated scheduling 
optimization under carbon trading mechanism, Scenario 4 is 
wind and thermal power, energy storage system integrated 
scheduling optimization under carbon trading mechanism. 
We use GAMS to optimize, the optimization result is shown 
in Table 4. 
 For the wind power, wind abandon rate was 16.9%; the 
wind abandon rate reduced when the energy storage system 
or carbon trading mechanism access the system, when both 
of them access the system, the abandon wind rate will reduce 
to 14.4%. For the thermal power, the generation showed a 
downward trend with the increase of wind power generation. 
 From the view of system total profits, due to the high 
fixed cost, the profits will be higher without energy storage 
system. For the energy storage system, real-time charge and 
discharge power in scenario 4 and system power storage are 
shown in Fig. (2), total charge quantity of energy storage 
system is 488.1 MWh, total discharge is346.9 MWh, final 
system storage is 80 MWh, According to formula (27), total 
profits of energy storage system is -348000yuan, profit in 
charge-discharge process is 12000yuan, fixed cost is 
360000yuan. 
 For the energy storage system, to realize the profit 
maximization in optimized time, energy storage system 
should release all the power in the final of optimization, to 
gain more economic benefits by selling the stored power. 
However, to reduce wind power output fluctuation’s impact 
on system, charge and discharge decisions are made based 
on the wind power output, thus reducing the pressure of 
thermal power peak shaving. In Fig. (3) most of the charging 
time is in the wind power output increasing period and most 
of the discharging time is in the decreasing period. 

Table 3. Dispatching optimization result of power system under different scenarios. 
 

Scenario 

Wind Power Thermal Power 
Profit  

(10 Thousands Yuan) Generation 
(MWh) 

Electricity  
Grid Accessed  

Rate (%) 

Wind  
Abandon Rate 

(%) 
Generation  

Electricity  
Grid Accessed 

 Rate (%) 

Coal  
Consumption  

(kg/MWh) 

1 18407.1 35.1 16.9 35274.8 64.9 343.5 327.8 

2 18542.1 35.3 16.3 35237.2 64.7 344.3 301.1 

3 18620.6 35.4 15.9 35252.5 64.6 344.6 290.0 

Table 4. Dispatching optimization result of power system under different scenarios. 
 

Scenario  

Wind Power Thermal Power 

Profit (10 Thousands Yuan) Generation 
(MWh) 

Electricity Grid  
Accessed  
Rate (%) 

Wind  
Abandon  
Rate (%) 

Generation  
(MWh) 

Electricity 
 Grid Accessed  

Rate (%) 

Coal  
Consumption  

(kg/MWh) 

1 18407.1 35.1 16.9 35274.8 64.9 343.5 327.8 

2 18620.6 35.4 15.9 35252.5 64.6 344.6 290.0 

3 18896.9 36.0 14.7 34772.9 64.0 344.4 305.6 

4 18963.2 36.1 14.4 34837.5 63.9 342.6 296.4 
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 For the carbon emission of system generation, thermal 
power’s carbon emission is 28765.3 t in scenario 3, 267.2 t is 
increased compared to the initial allocation quota, 26700 
yuan should be levied as the carbon emission cost. Thermal 
power’s carbon emission is 28685.4 in scenario 4, 187.3 t is 
increased compared to the initial allocation quota, 187000 
yuan should be levied as the carbon emission cost. 
 Based on the above analysis, introduction of carbon 
trading and energy storage systems can enhance wind power 
consumption and wind power generation efficiency, reduce 
thermal power generation and coal consumption. However, 
due to the high costs, power profits will be reduced by the 
access of energy storage system. Considering the examples 
in this article, total charge quantity of the energy storage 
system is 488.1 MWh, and total profit is -348000 yuan. 

CONCLUSION 

 To promote large-scale wind power paralleling in the 
grid and achieve the goal of energy conservation, this paper 
introduced carbon emissions trading, which can enhance the 
economic advantages of wind power. To alleviate 
randomness and intermittence of wind power output ‘s 
impact on wind power consumption, this paper introduced 
the energy storage system network to provide backup 
services for the wind power and built wind power energy 

storage collaborative scheduling optimization model with 
carbon emission trading and made a numerical example, the 
results are shown as follows: 
(1) Carbon trading can enhance economic advantages of 
wind power and transform its cleaning feature into economic 
value, increase wind power generation to access the grid and 
reduce average coal consumption. The introduction of 
energy storage system can smooth wind power output, 
suppress fluctuation and provide back-up services for wind 
power accessed the grid, electric quantity of wind power 
paralleling in the grid increased with the increasing capacity 
of energy storage system access. 
(2) Energy storage system and carbon emission trading’s 
introduction can achieve security and stability while running 
to maximize wind power capacity, increase economic 
benefits of wind power. However, due to the high cost of 
energy storage systems, above measures will reduce the 
generation profit. Therefore, to maximize wind power 
utilization, related subsidies for the energy storage system 
need to be formulated. 
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Fig. (2). Charge and discharge optimization result of energy storage system. 

 
Fig. (3). Comparison of wind power output and charge-discharge power of energy storage system. 
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